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Simulating an Optical Guidance System for the Recovery of an Unmanned
Underwater Vehicle

Caroline Deltheil, Leandri Didier, Eric Hospital, and Donald P. Brutzman

Abstract—The underwater environment is hazardous, remote,
and hostile. Having a look and interacting in this environment is
a challenge for a human supervisor. Moreover, to design an un-
manned underwater vehicle (UUV), or evaluate its performance in
operation, access to the underwater world is required. A powerful
way to visualize the behavior of the vehicle is to create a virtual
world with all functionalities of the real world, and to operate the
vehicle in this virtual world. This implementation of a virtual lab-
oratory is an excellent way to perform meaningful simulations and
complex system testing.

In order to study the problem of UUV recovery by a submarine,
simulations can be a great help. After the vehicle has finished its
mission, it has to proceed to a predetermined rendezvous area to
return to the submarine. When the UUV and submarine have de-
tected each other, the recovery begins. The vehicle needs a very ac-
curate guidance mode in order to steer itself to the recovery device.
An additional guidance system coupled with a nominal navigation
system may be a way to ensure safe vehicle navigation through the
flow around the slowly moving submarine.

When considering the different technological possibilities con-
cerning the additional guidance system, a functional design ap-
proach leads to the choice of an optical technology. The assump-
tions for the optical guidance mode are that the UUV is fitted with
a camera and a high-powered light is located at the edge of the
recovery device. The principle is that the UUV tracks the highest
intensity light source. This system is easy to operate, but the dis-
tance between the UUV and the submarine must not exceed 200 m,
due to light attenuation. In order to simulate and stimulate such
a guidance system, it is interesting to create realistic views rep-
resenting what the UUV may see according to this environment.
A software program was designed, taking into account the phys-
ical phenomena occurring during the light propagation under the
water, to simulate the kind of images that can be obtained from
a camera. An underwater scene is generated, including any ob-
ject and any light source, and including the physical properties of
the sea water (reflection, refraction, absorption, and scattering).
A ray-tracing algorithm simulates the operation of a camera by
calculating and rendering the path inverse to the light path. Be-
cause both camera optics and hydrodynamics response are sim-
ulated using high-resolution physics models, this virtual camera
provides physically based sensor inputs to the robot software in
the laboratory.

Control orders concerning the vehicle result from the real-time
robot interpretation of the generated image. To steer the vehicle
to the light source, the navigation system has to take into account
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the image and the information carried by the image: shall the ve-
hicle go up or down, starboard or port, or slowly or quickly to
navigate in the direction of the light? To answer these questions,
the image synthesizer module is integrated with an underwater
virtual world. The vehicle performs a mission described in a file
with simple keywords. When the mission controller reads a key-
word activating the additional guidance mode, the image synthe-
sizer computes the image of the camera and returns ordered data
for the depth, heading, and speed to the navigation system. At the
next step, another image is processed and new orders are returned,
until the vehicle reaches the area around the light source. If the
light source is put directly on the recovery device, stable guidance
through recovery becomes possible.

A variety of simulations were performed, with varying light
sources and positions, to verify proper guidance system operation
during different UUV/submarine configurations. The results
obtained during the simulations were used to create an optical
guidance control mode. All the steps for designing such a simulated
guidance system are described in this communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Operational Context

A UTONOMOUS underwater vehicle technology offers sig-
nificant potential enhancements for naval forces in new

contexts such as coastal areas or narrow waterways [1], [2].
Consider a heavyweight torpedo-shaped unmanned under-

water vehicle (UUV), enabled with autonomous capabilities,
launched from a submarine to perform a mission, trying to find
its way back to the recovery device of the submarine.

The recovery begins when the vehicle ends the assigned mis-
sion and steers to the rendezvous zone, waits for the submarine,
and then moves to the recovery device of the submarine. The
recovery ends when the vehicle is in the drained launching tube
ready to be hauled back into the torpedo room [3]. The vehicle
needs an accurate guidance mode in order to steer to the re-
covery device. An additional guidance system coupled with the
nominal navigation system is the proper way to ensure safe ve-
hicle navigation to the submarine in hostile and hazardous sur-
roundings. This guidance system must not depend on an optical
fiber communication system due to security constraints. It must
also be able to avoid a collision with the submarine and ma-
neuver the path to the recovery device.

B. Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility
of an additional guidance system which supports the recovery.
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TABLE I
COMPARISONBETWEEN THREE TECHNOLOGIES TODESIGN A GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Simulating the recovery is a cost-effective way to study the chal-
lenges inherent to this problem. A way to evaluate the behavior
of the vehicle is to create a virtual world with all the function-
alities of the real world and to operate the vehicle in this world.
The use of such a virtual world allows designers to observe and
interact in remote, hostile, or hazardous environments [4]. A vir-
tual lab can provide critical support to study topics related to the
use of a UUV. Using such a lab improves understanding of the
phenomena that occur during the recovery of a UUV [7]. This
communication focuses on an optical guidance system simula-
tion, integrated with an underwater virtual world.

II. A L IGHT-SOURCETRACKING SYSTEM

A. Choice of an Optical Technology

As discussed previously, the UUV sensing capabilities for the
navigation to the recovery device may be increased by adding
an auxiliary guidance package. This guidance system must be
able to do the following:

guide the UUV to the submarine recovery device;
help the UUV navigate in its environment;
maintain the stealthness and the security of the submarine;
be integrated in the submarine;
be compatible with the other elements of the UUV navigation
system;
be integrated into the UUV hull;
be easy to maintain.
Many sensing technologies can be considered when de-

signing a guidance system: optical, acoustic, magnetic,
radioactivity, thermal, chemical, electrical, etc. The first three
are the most compatible with the underwater medium. They are
compared in Table I from a functional point of view.

Short-range optical technology is well suited for designing
an underwater guidance system [8]. Choosing an optical-based
guidance system should enable the UUV with short-range vision
(20–40 m), offering adequate underwater performance.

Two prospects are possible for an optical system: either the
UUV is fitted with a complete recognition system (including an
image processor) that searches for the pattern of the recovery
device, or the UUV steers toward the bearing of the highest-in-
tensity light source. Although an image-recognition system can
be of great use on-board a UUV, it is expensive, difficult to op-
erate, and expensive in calculation time (not very compatible
with real time). The effective range of an image-recognition

system cannot exceed 100 m. A light-source tracking system
has a better range (up to 200 m), is accurate, and is easy to use,
and its camera can be used for different tasks. These two possi-
bilities are compared in Table II to illustrate their consequences
on UUV design.

Because it can be easy to operate, robust, and fast analyzing,
the best choice for the UUV recovery guidance system appears
to be a light-source tracking system.

B. Technological Solution

Light-source tracking by a UUV camera will be used due to
its simplicity, stealthiness, and robustness. The high-powered
light source will be installed on the edge of the recovery de-
vice of the submarine. Onboard the UUV will be an ICCD-type
camera and a processor that will analyze the images and de-
duce ordered speed, depth, and direction (Fig. 1). The UUV will
base its navigation on the light-source tracking. This should give
acceptable performances for tasks where a limited range is re-
quired [8].

III. I MAGE SYNTHESIS

A. Software Design

Software was designed to perform simulations of the optical
sensor system based on ray-tracing algorithms, including the
physical phenomena characteristic of water (attenuation due to
absorption and scattering). An image is computed at each time
step simulating an image from a camera operating in real un-
derwater conditions [9]. The goal of the software is to obtain
images simulating what a camera onboard the UUV may see un-
derwater when looking at the submarine from a near distance.
These images need to provide acceptable information, first to
know if our system is feasible, then to validate the algorithms
for the guidance system.

First the image synthesizer needs a description of the under-
water scene it has to draw. The scene is defined as the set of
physical objects found in the camera field of vision, as well as
characteristics of the medium in which they are found. Then the
software generates an image of the scene from the viewpoint
perspective of the underwater camera: a set of colored pixels,
which is the predicted performance of the optical system. To re-
alize ray-tracing software, two types of algorithms are needed:
algorithms concerning the objects describing the scene and al-
gorithms of color calculations including precisely colored light
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TABLE II
IMAGE RECOGNITION VERSUS. LIGHT-SOURCETRACKING: CONSEQUENCES FORUUV DESIGN

Fig. 1. Principle of the technological solution.

rays [11]. It is important to note that ray-tracing methods are re-
cursive so they need large calculation times.

According to object-oriented modularity principles [10],
the overall system software is made of modules. Each module
deals with a logical set of classes realizing functions or services
(Fig. 2):

the human–machine interface module manages the
input/output with the user;
the syntactic analysis module reads, analyses, and prepares
the data for the ray-tracing module;
the ray-tracing module transforms the scene description into
an image;
the mathematical process module realizes the mathematical
functions used by the ray-tracing module.

B. Scene Description and Simulation

The scene shall be described with keywords according to the
specific grammar of the syntactic-analysis module (Fig. 3). A
scene is composed of an atmosphere, objects, and light sources.
Five types of geometric objects may comprise the physical
scene: rectangular parallelepipeds (box), spheroids (sphere),
circular cones (cone), circular cylinders (cylinder), or planes
(plane). They may be colored or textured.

Fig. 2. Modules organization.

Lights are introduced by the keywordlight_source, followed
by the source position, the source color, and/or the keywordat-
mosphere_interaction_off, indicating that this source does not
distribute any light. The atmosphere description is introduced
by the keywordatmosphere, which then defines multiple terms:
the refraction coefficient of the medium, the De Beer absorp-
tion distance (63% of the light is absorbed at this distance), the
scattering distance (63% of the light is lost by scattering at this
distance), the color filter, the scattering calculation accuracy,
and the type of scattering interaction (different relationships be-
tween emergent light flow and incident light flow: isotropic,
Rayleigh, Mie–Hazy, Mie–Murky, Henyey–Greenstein). In the
objects or light description, some keywords can add translations,
rotations, or scale effects. The camera characteristics are also
described. Once the whole scene is described, the syntactic anal-
ysis module analyzes it and the ray-tracing module computes the
corresponding image.

C. Example Display

Consider a scene including a submarine. This submarine is
described very simply in terms of spheroids, cylinders, and
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Fig. 3. Example of an image synthesizer scene file.

Fig. 4. Computed images with varying parameters.

cones. A light source is put on the side of the submarine, emit-
ting in varying domains. Several images are computed, with
varying scattering calculation accuracy, different scattering
interactions, and different light colors. The images shown
in Fig. 4 are examples of display with different scattering
interactions and accuracies.

IV. OPTICAL-BASED GUIDANCE SYSTEM

A. Introduction

The guidance system will be made of an ICCD camera in
relation to a processor that will track the direction of the highest
luminosity in order to feed the navigation system with motion
orders. This section explains how the processor will transform
the images into commanded orders (see Fig. 5).

The image synthesizer (IS) computes an image, and then
the vision module (VM) computes navigation orders from this
image and feeds the virtual world simulator.

It is worth noting that there is a major difference between
the real cycle and its virtual abstraction: the real scene is dy-
namic. Indeed, the IS, the VM, and the virtual world allow one
to simulate the motion and recovery of a UUV in a permanent
scene or environment. This scene may include, for example, the
description of a fish but it will remain motionless in the coor-
dinate system of the scene. Nevertheless, this current simulator

limitation does not negate the validity of the vision module al-
gorithms, since the primary interaction of interest is the relative
motion between the UUV and the recovering submarine.

Consider that the UUV moves in the direction of the sub-
marine, responding to the data from the other sensors (sonar).
Based on vehicle depth, the ambient luminosity is low and dif-
fuses enough so that the luminous flow emitted by the source on-
board the recovery device is not overwhelmed by another source
of light (e.g., sunlight). Further assumptions are that the UUV
speed allows it to reach the submarine and the roll angle of the
UUV is zero or negligible.

B. Principles

The principles of the IS and the VM are simple.

The UUV mission is described in the “mission.script” file
(including the keywordfollowlight to trigger the recovery),
then the scene the vehicle is supposed to watch is described
in the IS scene file (position of the different light sources and
objects).
The virtual world of the scene and robot is run: as soon as the
keywordfollowlight is analyzed, the IS module computes an
image.
The VM gets a BitMap image and tracks the barycentre of the
highest luminosity areas onto the BitMap.
The VM deduces a commanded heading angle, a commanded
depth, and a commanded speed for the vehicle.
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Fig. 5. Real versus virtual cycle.

The VM sends these orders to the navigation system in the
virtual environment.
At the next step, another image is computed and new orders
are returned, until the vehicle reaches the area around the light
source.
The IS module and the VM stop when the guidance-approach
termination conditions are valid.

C. Integration to the Virtual Navigation System

The IS and the VM were integrated into the “Naval Post-
graduate School Underwater Virtual World” software (refer to
Fig. 6) [5], [6].

During normal operation, the following occurs:

From the orders read in the mission.script file (1), “execution”
computes the orders to send to thrusters, propellers, and plane
surfaces. These orders are transmitted to the physical data and
orders socket (2).
“dynamics” gets (3) these orders and processes the static and
dynamic parameters of the UUV. These parameters are sent
back to the physical data and orders socket (4) and to the DIS
bridge (5).
“viewer” gets the UUV position (6) to display (7) a view of
the scene on “screen: views of the scene.”
When “execution” finds the keywordfollowlight to begin the

recovery, the following occurs:

“execution” pauses the reading of (1) mission.script file and
asks to the vision module (A) the orders.
The VM runs the IS (B) who reads (9) “IS scene” and gets
(8) the UUV position in this scene. The image synthesizer
processes then the scene image viewed from the UUV.
The VM gets (10) this image, calculates the subsequent or-
ders, and sends them (11) to “execution.”
Other flows or processes of robot and virtual world simulation
are not disturbed.

Fig. 6. Architecture of an NPS-AUV-UVW with the optical guidance
simulator [5].

To visualize a scene or the vehicle behavior with the virtual
world “viewer,” it is possible to create a 3D object representing
for example a lightsource, and to add this object to the “viewer”
source file. Then the position of the light needs to be added into
the scene description file. Thus observers see a 3D graphics pic-
ture analogous to the image seen by the UUV. Images presented
to the vision module are viewed separately.

D. Execution and Example: UUV Recovery by a Submarine

In this example, the scene is made of a static submarine, a
recovery device, and a light at the edge of the recovery device.
This scene is described in the IS scene file (light source, simple
objects for the submarine, and the recovery device). The optical
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TABLE III
NAVIGATION RESULTS WITH ONE LIGHT SOURCE

TABLE IV
NAVIGATION RESULTS WITH TWO LIGHT SOURCES

properties of the seawater are described. The same scene is de-
scribed in the virtual world “viewer.”

It is important that readers understand the difference between
the two representations.

The IS scene represents what the vehicle is supposed to watch
with its camera when the submarine activates the light of the
recovery device.
The Viewer scene is a way for human designers to visualize
how the vehicle behaves in its environment.
The orders given by the IS module come from the processing

of an image onto an IS scene, and not a Viewer scene. The image
synthesizer module terminates under two conditions: when the
distance from the center of the light to the center of the camera is
less than a chosen value (this means the vehicle is in the axis of
the light) and when the sonar detects an object in a chosen range
(this means the vehicle is very close to the recovery device).

A way to adjust the trajectory of the vehicle to the recovery
device is to place the light sources around the edge of the re-
covery device in order to guide the vehicle into the recovery de-
vice. Adding light sources increases the processing times, and
there may be a problem diagnosing guidance system effective-
ness if the Viewer is not fed in real-time.

E. Results

Many simulations were performed in order to verify that the
vehicle reaches the light, even if its initial ordered trajectory is
not in the direction of the submarine.

In the first example (see Table III), the initial position
is ( in meters) and the initial orientation is

. The orders are to go up to a depth 25 m and to take a
330 course. At a given instant, the keywordfollowlight asks
the vehicle to track the light. There is only one light source at

.
Considering the ordered depth versus the actual depth, we can

see that there is a “pump” phenomenon for the reacting ordered
depth. This phenomenon is attenuated for the actual depth. A
different depth-control law shall damp this phenomenon. The
depth of the light source is 23.5, and the vehicle reaches 23.

In the second example (see Table IV), the initial position is
and the initial orientation is . The orders are

to go up to a depth of 25 m and to take a 330course. At a
given instant, the keywordfollowlight asks the vehicle to track
the light. There are two light sources at and

.
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TABLE V
NAVIGATION RESULTS WITH TWO LIGHT SOURCES

In this example, the position accuracy towards the recovery
device is better , but the light source depth is not reached.
Again, a modified depth-control law is expected to improve the
gap between the ordered depth and the actual depth. Improve-
ments to depth control can be achieved by damping planes re-
sponse, time-averaging the optical depth estimate, Kalman fil-
tering, and more rapid optical image sampling.

In the last example (see Table V), the initial position is
and the initial orientation is . The

orders are to go up to a depth of 35 m and then to take a
180 course. At a given instant, the keywordfollowlight asks
the vehicle to track the light. There are two light sources at

and .
Even if the initial trajectory of the vehicle is opposite from the

submarine, the vehicle, provided that its camera can sense the
light, reaches the recovery device. This is a significant success.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An optical-based guidance system simulation was integrated
with a virtual world for an autonomous underwater vehicle. Nu-
merous navigation simulations were performed, proving that
the concept of light tracking is feasible for successful guidance
during recovery.

Simulation is ordinarily insufficient by itself and needs to
be verified by experimental results. The simulation presented
in this communication served as a feasibility study, providing
necessary evidence that design and construction of a new
sensor/control system are warranted. Such work is a crucial
step in system development.

Future work may deal with the improvement of the navigation
laws of the optical guidance system and the implementation
of strategies for vehicle behavior before the release of the

light tracking. The simulation can be further enhanced if exper-
imental results become available, serving as a tool for system
and model refinement. Integration with a virtual world provides
a powerful tool to study the recovery of an unmanned under-
water vehicle by a submarine. Optical-based guidance for re-
covery appears to be feasible for a short-range approach.
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